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Abstract 

The influence of radiation damage on lattice-location of heavy impurities 
(Yb and Au) implanted in iron is studied by channeling experiments. The nature 
of the impurity-radiation damage interaction has been modified by annealing of 
room-temperature implanted samples or high temperature implantation. The value 
of the corrected extinction ratio £ measured in several crystallographic directions 
on room-temperature implanted Yb and Au impurities cannot be interpreted uniquely 
in terms of different site populations. The annealing and implantation temperature 
dependences of the ratio e for Yb-implanted Fe are very different. Upon annea
ling, the value of e is unchanged up to 420°C and then drops abruptly. 
In hot-implant experiments, the extinction ratio starts to fall at ^]50°C vhen 
vacancies become mobile. Vacancy-assisted diffusion is suggested to cause the 
changes of e in both experiments. The temperature dependence of £ for the (100) 
plane is found to differ from that in other directions. This planar effect 
suggests that Yb impurities move preferentially in the (100) plane, which is the 
plane of vacancy-loops in Fe. A quantitative analysis of these lattice-location 
results and of related hyperfine interaction results is presented in a companion 
paper. 
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I - Introduction 

This is the third in a series of four papers on the correlation, pointed 
2-4 

out some time ago, between hyperfine interaction (HFt) ans lattice location 5-9 results on impurities implanted into Fe and Ni. This correlation has now 
apparently been well-substantiated, but its origin is still not understood. 
Two features hamper attempts at clarification. First, many of these experiments 
have been performed on implanted impurities that are chemically insoluble in Fe 
or Hi, so that it is difficult to obtain information on the properties of such 
alloys. A «ore basic problem is that since lattice-location experiments can in 
general only be carried out on near-surface atoms, ion implantation is practi
cally the only means of sample preparation. This produces radiation damage, most 
of which overlaps the implanted impurity depth distribution . If the impurity 
interacts with the radiation damage, its lattice location is affected via crystal 
distortions and its HFI is modified via changes in the charge and spin-distribu
tion of the impurity's electronic wave functions. The effect of radiation damage 
evolution - due to sample annealing or high temperature implantation- on the HFI 
of. Tm and Lu in Fe was discussed in II. Its effect on lattice location 
studies of Yb and Au impurities in Fe is reported here. A more general discussion 
of impurity-damage interaction effects in HFI and lattice location results for 
heavy impurities in metals is presented in IV, which also offers a quantitative 
analysis that relates the HFI and lattice location results. 
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2. Experimental 

Host of our experimental techniques have been described or referred to 
previously* Here, we only report new material pertinent to the present experiments. 

2.1 Samples 

The impurity content of our aonocrystalline iron samples amounted to 
ca. 400 ppm (mostly light impurities, including 20 ppm oxygen). Their orientation 
vas very near to (001). Standard annealing and electropolishing operation 
were performed before ion implantation. After polishing, the oxygen content 
of the remaining oxide layer «as measured on several test samples, via the 
0(d, p) 0* nuclear reaction , and found to be about 10 at.cm (corres

ponding to an oxide layer of ça* 30 Â assuming Fe.O»). 

2.2 Implantation and sample annealing treatments 

The Orsay ion implantor, on which implantations were performed, is a 50 kV 
high current machine equipped with a 90 kV post-accelerating lens whose main 

13 
features have been described elsewhere • Keutral particles are eliminated ; 
ion beam currents are measured using a digital current integrator and a secondary 
electron repeller. The precision on the implanted dose measurement is better 
than 5%, as checked by the Rutherford backscattering experiments themselves. 
Because of the high current capabilities of the ion-source, implantations may 
be performed at energies up to 400 keV using triply-charged ion beams with 
currents up to ̂  1.0 uA. This feature was of major importance in the present work : 
the implantation had to be deep enough to avoid any interaction of the implanted 
atoms with the sample surface (especially the surface oxide layer). As discussed 
below, interesting comparisons were possible with previous experiments performed 
at lower energies. 

The iron single crystals were mounted on a goniometer and aligned in the 
jbmplantor itself via the channeling technique by measuring the change in current 
on the secondary electron repeller - due mostly to backscattered particles - as the 
sample was tilted. A typical result is presented in Figure 1. In the upper part 
(incoming 50 keV protons), the isocurrent curves are napped out around the (001) 
axis (perpendicular to the page), and the main planes are clearly seen. A cut 
«.cross this figure (along AB) produces the characteristic angular scan displayed 
in the lower part of Figure 1. The width of the angular scan for 34 keV C ions 



(also ahown in Pig. 1) is exactly vhat one expects for 400 keV Yb ions from 
Ref. 14. Special caré vas exercised in order to avoid channeling in "random 
implantation" experiments. 

For the high-temperature implants, the sample vas mounted on a small 
13 heater on the rotation axis of the goniometer 

Room-temperature implanted samples were annealed in an ion-pump vacuum 
furnace with a liquid, nitrogen trap : the vacuum was better than 10 Torr. 

2.3 Lattice locatiou experiments 

Our lattice location experiments were performed using the 2 MeV Van de Graaff 
accelerator of the Groupe de Physique des Solides de l'Ecole Normale Supérieure 
and the bean handling system described in Ref. 15. The goniometric chamber, 
described elsewhere , allows rotation of the sample around three axes cros
sing at the impact position of the analyzing beam on thé sample surface. The 
rotations are driven by stepping motors. Samples may be translated in their own 
place without significant misalignement (less than 1*) ; this is necessary in 
order to avoid damage effects induced by high doses of the probing beam on a 
given impact point. A vacuum of ̂ 5x10 Torr is obtained in the chamber by means 
of a diffusion pump and a liquid nitrogen trap. 

14 
Our experiments were performed using 1.8 MeV N ions. Similar beams vere 9 17 19 used in other * * lattice location experiments, but they have disadvantages 

such as radiation damage to the sample or to the detector. It is therefore 
useful to justify their use here. Basically, our experiments compare the 
backseat ter ing yield (as a function of depth) on host atoms and on the small amount 
of heavy impurity implanted atoms. Three parameters have to be taken into account: 
•ass separation, depth resolution and sensitivity. Very light ion probing beams 
are inadequate owing to the low values of the stopping power and to the small 
variation of the kinematic coefficient with the target atom mass. The choice then 
lies between He and heavier ions such as C, N or 0. It has been shown 
that between 1 and 2 HeV, the mass separation and depth resolution obtained with 
these particles are essentially equal, as the higher stopping power and the 
sharper variation of the kinematic coefficient with target mass atoms for heavier 
particles are almost exactly compensated by the poorer energy resolution obtained 
with surface barrier detectors for theseiona. In our experiments, the main advan-

12 14 16 4 
tage of C, N or 0 beams, as compared to He, vas the gain in sensitivity. 



21 Pulse pile-up problems play an essential role here. It is known that the amount 
of pile-up is governed by the ratio of the pulse amplitudes, and that the pile-up 
intensity is drastically reduced when the amplitude ratio increases even slightly. 
Since the ratios of the energies E of backscattered particles on Tb and Fe are 

A 14 14 
respectively 1.2 for He and 2.0 for N ions, N ions are clearly more effec-/ 
tive than He ions for our experiments* The beam energy was chosen by noting 

. 14 
that mass separation is energy-proportional, and that for N ions, the depth 
resolution improves with energy in our energy range (the stopping power increa-

1/2 22 1/3 
sing like E ' and the energy resolution varying like E ) . 

- Backscattered particles were analyzed with surface barrier detectors 
2 —3 

(area 25 mm , resistivity ̂ 1000 0.cm). The solid angle of detection was * 10 st. 
and the backscattering angle 165*. The data acquisition system was conventional, 
except that pulse pile-up vas again minimized by using a fast, voltage-sensitive, 

23 nanosecond amplifier with a rise time of about 8 ns. The system can handle 
millions of background counts per second without overload : pile-up in the ana
lysis of higher amplitudes is determined only by the pulse-clipping time (10 ns)* 
A peak value stretcher with a variable threshold restricts the analysis to the 
less numerous high-amplitude pulses, while background pulses are eliminated. 
The typical noise of our electronics was equivalent to 45 keV (F.W.H.M.), a 

4 value that would affect the energy and depth resolution drastically if He 
beams were used. But owing to the poor energy resolution already obtained 
with low noise systems for H beams, the use of fast electronics only leads 
to an energy-resolution increase of ^50Z in our case, i.e., to measured 
values of 70 keV which correspond to a depth resolution of 180 A in iron 
(assuming "random" stopping power for the energy-to-depth conversion). 
Fig. 2 illustrates typical results obtained in our experimental conditions 
(probing beam current typically 100 nA ; integrated charge typically 30 PCb). 
The height of the Yb peak is ̂ 2Z of the Fe edge. The energy calibration of the 
recorded spectra is of prime importance for data reduction. For various reasons 
(elastic energy loss processes, electron-hole recombination, e t c . ) , the response 

14 of the surface barrier detector to N ions is not exactly energy proportional. 
A study of the pulse height defect as a function of particle energy is thus 

24 
required. Our energy calibration includes the results of such a study, perfor
med under conditions similar to ours. Frequent checking of pulse amplitude changes 
due to the radiation damage induced by the backscattered H ions in the surface 
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barrier detector vas also found to be necessary» 

3* Data reduction 

3.1 Measured parameters 

The important paraneter extracted from the data is the corrected extinction 
ratio e (x) which can be defined, for a given direction of the probing beam, as : 

1 - X iC*> 
e 00 — (1) 

1 -X h(x) 

«here %(x) and X.00 are the backscattering yields at depth x (normalized to the 
random yields at the same depth) for the impurity and for the host. 

In experiments on low energy implants, the impurity profile is narrow 
compared to the depth resolution and the only available parameter is the mean 
value e averaged over the «hole impurity profile. The numerator of Eqn. (1) 
is then obtained from the ratio of the integral of the impurity peaks in aligned 
and random spectra. However, since the stopping power of a .channeled particle 
depends on its transverse energy, there is no well-defined energy-to-depth 
conversion for energy spectra in aligned directions. The exact value of X in 
the denominator of Eqn. (1) is thus uncertain. This difficulty is neglected when 
channeling is studied in directions corresponding to major crystallographic axes 
Xt is then very small compared to unity. The denominator of Eqn. (I) is then 
very close to 1 and uncertainties in X, do not lead to significant errors on 
The problem is crucial in planar channeling experiments whereX, varies steeply 
with .depth. Then, changes in the energy-to-depth conversion scale lead to large 
variations of the normalizing term 1 - X. of Eqn. I and bence to large variations 
of é. In the present experiments, the width and energy position of the Yb peak 
were found to be very similar for spectra taken in random or in planar aligned 
directions. This is a strong indication that the "random" stopping power should 
be used for the energy-to-depth conversion in planar channeling backscattering 
experiments, a result confirmed by various other planar channeling experiments. 
Xn our analysis, we have always used the random stopping power as evaluated 

25 by interpolation from the data for Ni and Ti. 



In the experiments performed here on 400 keV implants, the impurity depth 
profile it broad compared to the depth resolution. In principle, it is then 
possible to determine the depth dependence of £ . This would provide information 
in the consequences of impurity - and damage - distribution overlap. However, 
the overall variation of £ (x) was found to be of the order of the uncertainties 
due to the energy to depth conversion. Thus, except in the aligned implantation 
spectra (Section 4.3), no attempt was made to derive the depth dependence of £ . 
Henceforth, our results are all presented in terms of £ and we shall omit the 
bar for convenience. 

3.2 Determination of the implantation profiles 

For an implantation energy of 400 keV, the implantation profile is wide compa
red to the depth resolution of backscattering experiments, and may be obtained by 
analyzing the random backscattering spectra. Profiles corresponding to implantations 

23 performed in a random direction vers determined using a program developed by 
A* L'Hoir. Typical fits are presented in Figs.2 and 5 for 400 keV Yb and Au implants. 
The corresponding depth profiles are compared to theoretical predictions in 
Fig.3 and the reduced moments are listed in Table 1. The projected range R of the 
experimental profiles is in good agreement with the predicted R . However the 
experimental variance and skewness (characteristic of the profile asymmetry) are 
-much higher than predicted, the discrepancy being significantly greater than usually 
observed for implantation in amorphous or polycristalline materials. This is likely 
due to "feeding in" effects induced by nuclear collisions. Some initially "random" 
Yb ions will become channeled over part of their path, thus accounting for the 
profile tail at large penetration depths. Similarly, the tail towards the surface 
xs probably due to Yb ions suffering abnormally high stopping over part of their 
path, i.e. to ions with transverse energies of the order of the critical transverse 
energy for channeling (such ions are responsible for the "shoulder effects" in 
channeling backscattering experiments). 

The profiles were found to be independent of the implantation or annealing 
temperature, demonstrating the absence of significant impurity migration. This 
point is crucial for the interpretation of the lattice location results. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Annealing behaviour of room tapper a ture implants 

The results presented in this section all relate to implantations carried 
out in a random direction. 

4.1.1. Yb implants 
The values of e as a function of annealing temperature were measured for the 

[100], [110] axes and (100), (110) planes ; the results are shown in Table II 
(from Ref. 8) for our 400 keV implants. Alexander et al. found values of 
0.58 at R.T and 0.31 after annealing at 300°C, for 80 keV Yb implants. We have 
repeated the latter experiment and found e« 0.43 + 0.04 (see I). Thus, we confirm 
that annealing at 300°C reduces for a 80 keV implant, while for a 400 fceV implant 
a reduction is only observed after annealing at or above 450°C. For the latter 
annealing temperatures, the values of £ are higher along the (100) plans than for 
all other crystallographic directions ; below 450eC, e is the same for all the axes 
and planes investigated. Table XI also presents the values of 1 -*x_ averaged 
over the depth interval corresponding to the profile of the implanted Yb. 
These values are related to the "disorder" of the crystal in the implanted region, 
and strong variations are observed for the (100) direction when the annealing 
temperature is increased. Values of e above 500*0 were checked repeatedly in 
separate.experiments for all the investigated directions : no value smaller than 
0.15 was found at 600°C. 

We have compared angular scans across the fl00] axis as well as the (100) 
and (110) planes, for Fe and Yb (Fig. 4). The full widths at half maximum iy_ 

of these scans are comparable (the values for Yb being about 10% smaller). 
As seen in Fig. 4 no significant flux peaking effect was observed on the Yb scans. 

19 This is in contrast to results obtained on Br in Fe , but in agreement with other 
experiments on Yb in Fe performed at lower implantation energies. 

4.1.2. Au implants. 
The results on e are reported in Table III after a 500°C anneal,e is essen

tially equal to 1. The values of '"X F e at the Au implantation depth indicate 
complete crystal recovery upon annealing. Spectra before and after annealing 
are shown in Fig, 5. 
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4.2 Hot implants 

The values of E and 1 - X p at the Yb depth are shown as a function of implan

tation tenperature for various cristallographie directions in Table IV. The results 

are strikingly different from those of Table II. Specifically.e is significantly 

reduced at an implantation temperature of 300*C. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 

which compares spectra obtained (A) after R.T. Tb implant followed by annealing at 

300*C and (B) after Yb implantation at 300°C. Variations of 1 - X„ with implantation 

tenperature are also observed, particularly for the (100) plane. 

As in Section 4.1, several checks were made on the values of E , which were found 

to remain above 0.12 at 500*C for all the directions studied. 

4.3 Aligned Yb implants 

In these experiments,- 80 keV Yb ions were implanted along the [100] axis at 

room temperature. Fig 7 shows random and l\00l aligned spectra obtained in this 

case. They exhibit two maxima. The lower energy part of the spectra corresponds to 

Yb ions channeled over a fraction of their path and is hence related to de channe

ling processes. The shape of the distributions does not allow a clear-cut analysis, 

but the position of the peak nearest to the surface CM 80 A) is consistent with 

the value obtained by assuming that this part of the distribution corresponds to 

unchanneled particles (whose projected range is R_ *M30 A according to LSS ). 

In order to determine the effect of the aligned implantation on the impurity 

site, values of E were calculated at increasing depths for the [100] axis and the 

(100) plane. Although the values of E obtained in this way are somewhat uncertain 

(see Section 3), a definite increase of e with the Yb atom penetration depth was 

observed when the impurity range was divided into four equal parts and the correc

ted backscattering ratio was calculated for each section thus obtained. In ch& 

first section (average depth M8ÛA), e = 0.53±0.O3 for all channeling directions; 

in the second section (average depth ^400 A), e-0.5is±0,03 for the [100] axis and 

E-0.68±0.05 for thû (100) plane ; in the third (̂ 800 A), e»0.61+0.05 for the [100] 

axis and e = 0.75±0.08 for the (100) plane ; in the last (-V1300A), e=0.63±0.06 for 

the [100] axis arid e-0.76±0.I0 for the (100) plane. 



S. Discussion 
The following ia a very brief qualitative discussion of our main results. 

A quantitative analysis-based on the physics discussed here - of both the HFI 
results of II and of the lattice location results of Section 4 is detailed in the 
next paper (see IV). 

5.1, Annealing of room_ temperature implanted Fg Yb. 
These results were partially reported earlier (Table II). As discussed 

in TV (Section 4") vacancies are known * to be mobile in Fe around I50*C, 
29 while stereo electron microscopy revealed that Yb implantation in Fe produces 

stable vacancy loops and indicated that such loops lie in the (100) planes. 
The value obtained for the ratio e after room tempera titra implantation 

(before annealing) is in agreement with previous results an! similar to results 
q 17 lO on 

obtained on other heavy impurities * ' * implanted in Fe. It may be related 
to lattice strain relaxation (and its possible effect on the impurity-damage in
teraction) as discussed iu TV (Section 2). 

As the annealing temperature is raised above the vacancy mobility threshold, 
the vacancy loops grow in their plane (the (100) plane) by vacancy trapping. This 
entails a reduction of l~XFein the (100) plane (Table II) but no change in the 
values of e «When the temperature is high enough (« A50°C), the loops begin to 
anneal out by releasing vacancies. The latter may then interact with Yb impurities : 
the ratio e decreases (this decrease is slower in the loop plane). In view of the 
HFI results (see II) we suggest that vacancy-assisted Yb mobility leads to impurity 
"precipitation", preferentially in the (100) plane. As the loops anneal out, the 
increase of (1-%? ) HI the (100) plane shows a recovery of the iron lattice (table II). 
>s discussed in II and IV, "precipitation" is to be taken in a very loose sense, 
related to the impossibility of rare earth ion spin alignment. 

The difference between the temperature dependence of E observed in the 
present work and measurements performed after Yb implantation at 80 keV are 
discussed in I, in terms of an interaction between the RE impurities and the 
surface oxide layer when the implantation energy is low. 

5.2 Annealing of room temperature implanted F_e Au j 
If the impurity lattice site-and HFI-evolutions are indeed governed by 

vacancy-assisted migration, it is interesting to compare soluble and non-
soluble impurities. The migration process, occurring when vacancies are released 
by the loops, leads to precipitation of the latter and'should presumably lead 
to improvement of the solid solution for the former. This is confirmed by the 
results on Au implanted in Fc. The rather high value of the ratio z after room-
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temperature implantation is discussed in IV, where the impurity atomic radius 

is related to e for all known implants in Fe (Section'3) « 

5.3 High temperature implantation of Yb in, Fe 

In these experiments, £ is reduced significantly as soon as vacancy mobility 

sets in ; this reduction is weaker in the (100) plane than in other directions> 

particularly between 300°C and 400°C (Table IV) .We suggest that vacancy-assisted mi

gration is again the decisive factor, leading to Yb migration towards implantation-pro

duced vacancy loops during the implantation process itself. At 400°C the Fe extinc

tion ratio (1 - Xy ) increases in the (100) plane, indicating lattice structure 

recovery (Table TV). Simultaneously, the (lOO)-plane value of e drops, as does the 

impurity HFI (see II). We conclude that vacancy loops are then no longer stable, 

so that vacancy-assis ted Yb migration leads to "precipitation" as in section 5.Ï t 

or to trapping by Btable defects. This interpretation, as well as the constancy 

of HFI up to *v» 400*C, is supported by the calculations of IV. 
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Tabla captions 

Table I - Moments of the range distribution of Tb and Au ions implanted in 
iron at 400 keV in a randoa direction. 

Table II- Corrected extinction ratio e for the Tb impurity, and extinction 
ratio (1 - x F #) f°r theFe hostat Yb depth. Iron crystals were implanted 
at room temperature in a random direction and then annealed up to 

14 —2 
600*C. Implanted dose : S.10 ci Yb ions ; implantation energy : 400 
keV. Indicated uncertainties are statistical only. 

Table III" Corrected extinction ratio c for the Au impurity, and extinction 
ratio (I - x F.) f°r cheFe host at Au depth. Iron crystals were implanted 
at roost temperature in a random direction and then annealed at 500*C. 

14 -2 
Implanted dose : 5.10 cm Au ions ; implantation energy : 400 keV* 
Indicated uncertainties are statistical only. 

Table IV-Corrected extinction ratio e for the Yb-impurity, and extinction 
ratio (1 - XpJ f° r fche Fe host at Tb depth* Iron crystals were im
planted at different temperatures up to 520 C in a random direction. 

14 *-2 Implanted dose : 5.10 .cm Yb ions ; implantation energy ; 400 teV. 
Indicated uncertainties are statistical only. 



Theoretical moments Experimental moments 

xlÂ) Oil) l i V a 3 xCA) <J(M yVo* 

Fa Vb (400 KeV) 44B 154 0.373 500 255 0.765 

£e AU (400 keV) 417 139 0.406 4S9 258 0.354 

Table I 
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Channeling d i r e c t i o n 
Annealing temperoturee 

Channeling d i r e c t i o n 
No annealing 300*C 450*C 520*C 600'C 

t i -x) F . t i -x) F . « ( 1 - X ) F o d-x) F . E ( 1 - X ) F . 

C100] 0 . 5 4 1 0 . 0 2 0 .9210.01 0 . 5 6 1 0 . 0 2 0 .9310 .01 0 . 4 8 1 0 . 0 2 0 . 9 2 1 0 . 0 1 0 .1B10.02 0 . 9 5 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 7 1 0 . 0 2 0 .9310 .01 . 

[ 1 1 1 ] 0 . 1 4 1 0 . 0 2 0 .9310 .01 

(100) 0 . 5 4 1 0 . 0 3 0 .5110 .015 0 . 5 5 1 0 . 0 3 0 .4510 .015 0 . 5 4 1 0 . 0 3 0 .3910 .015 0 . 3 3 1 0 . 0 3 D.4010.015 0 . 2 2 1 0 . 0 3 0.5510.015 

(110) 0 . 1 9 1 0 . 0 3 0 .7010 .015 

(111) 0 . 1 4 1 0 . 0 3 0 .4010 .015 

Tabla II. 

, - • -J'-'-j-'"•'•- •Vfji'ff*"^'-'' " 



Channeling direction No annealing 500"C annealing 

d-x) F e d-x) F e 

[100] 0.ei±0.02 0.90±0.01 0.94+0.02 0.95±0.01 

(110) 0.8210.03 0.47+0.015 1.01±0.D3 0.71±0.D15 

(100) O.BO±0.03 0.31±0.015 1.00+0.D3 D.61+0.015 

Table m . 

ID 



Implantation ttrrparaturai ' 
R.T. 175'C 300*C 40D*C 520*C 

e M-XI., M-X) F . d-x) F . M-X) F . (1-X) F . 

[1001 0.5410.02 0.92^0.01 0.5010.02 0.9310.01 0.2210.02 0.9110.01 0.1610.02 0.8910.01 0.1210.02 0.9510.01 

1110) 0.2010.03 0.5410.015 0.1310.03 0.5910.015 0.0910.03 0.6510.015 

(100) 0.5440.03 D.5110.015 0.4710.03 0.4710.015 0.3310.03 0.4510.015 0.3210.03 0.4510.015 0.1810.03 0.5510.015 

Tabla IV. 



Figure captions 

Figure 1 - laocurrent curvet and angular acana across the [100] axis, 

obtained in the iaplantor on Fe crystals (see text). The direction 

A-B along which the scans are perforated is indicated in the upper 

part of the figure. Angular scans : full line, 50 keV-protons ; 

dashed line, 34 keV 1 3 C ion*. 

Figure 2 - Randoa backscattering spectrum on an Fe crystal implanted with 

5 x 10 Yb atoms/era at 400 keV in a random direction (full circles). 

Comparison with a random spectrum obtained in identical condition» 

on an unimplanted «ample (open circles) provides an estimate of the 

very low pile-up contribution. Calibration : 7 keV/Channel.Full line 
is a fit to the experimental profile (see text). 

Figure 3 - Comparison between experimental (full linea) and theoretical 

(dashed lines) depth profiles of Yb and Au ions implanted at 400 keV 

in a random direction in iron. 

Figure 4 - Typical angular scan across the [ 100] axia for Fe host (full circles) 

and Yb impurity (open circlea). Fe crystals implanted at R.T. with 

5 x 10 1 4ïb atoms/cm 2 at 400 keV. 

Figure 5 - Randoa and 100] aligned backecattering apectra on Fe crystals im-
14 2 

planted at R.T. with 5 x 10 Au atoms/cm at 400 keV : A-unannealed 
sample, B-500*C annealed sample. Calibration : 8.2 keV/Channel.Full 
line is a fit to the experimental profile (see text). 

Figure 6 - Random and tlOO] aligned backscattering apectra on Fe crystals 
* 14 2 

implanted with 5 x 10 Yb atons/cm at 400 keV : A-K.T. implantation 

followed by annealing at 300*C. B-implentation performed at 300*C. 

Calibration : À-6.5 keV/Channel, B-4.7 keV/Channel. 

Figure 7 - Random and [lOOl aligned backscattering apectra obtained on an Fe 

crystal implanted at R.T. along the tlOOl direction with 5 x 10 •Sb 
2 

atoms/cm at SO keV. Calibration : 4.2 keV/Cbannel.Arrow corresponds 

to particles backscattered from aurface Yb atoms-

21 
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